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Wedding Memorabilia with Museum Studies: Topic; Building a Derelict Business-style 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

Date, typed up: 111117 

Dedicated to one of my brothers, l.t.f. 

 

 

On date: 111017 

cited: Kelley Park [or something] [how you ever, spell that] 

Happy Veteran[‘s][s’][?][about ‘][location] 

Day, Veterans! 
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(and their actualized loved ones) 

 

On the seeming hurry! 

after postal photograph 

|| After postal photograph || 

beginning art Project 

fallen petals;  

get it; 

like petals in the 

Dust. 

Pick a photograph 

Connected to possibly 

The pre-phase, but 

Doesn’t have to be; 

Pre-phase derelict 

Lifestyle. 
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Pick similarities; 

other than 

the one-set 

Of shoes are these 

They, the type of clothes 

You, one might wear 

In the homeless lifestyle, 

being style. The door 

symbolizing both the 

loss or without traditional  
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housing rites [no typo] 

: office environment, 

storage, and … 

freedoms et al. 

But also the connection 

of the maybe pre- 

phase derelict lifestyle 

To actual h. shelters. 

   The subject of this 

photograph … captures 

possibly the troubling 
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conception of “romantic” 

relationships and 

Housing scenarios 

For even derelicts 

On-the street 

With other: wise 

Occupations; and 

How such scenarios 

May be; my god! 
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“permitted” to commence 
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In such spiritual-like 

Cannibalistic 

Terms; by those 

Hoaxing the existence-style and-or other: wise 

not “permitted” into  

it.  

… 

In addicion; of 

Course the capcion 
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Of the photograph 

cited: and 

re-captured : is 

A standing cause for 

l-q rights 

beneath (the) (these referenced) two photographs; from cited exhibit montage thru kelley park 
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Next, of course 

There’s been an unedu 

Cated crowd; and I  

Am not referencing 

Tradicional or non-tradicional educacion; 

Here; I mean 

Only those not interested 

In such expanding 

Reaching topics. 

   Back to subject  
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Matter: we want to on  

The side connected matter 

Consider all infringe-ments 

Like “farm-working” 

Connected to the 

Derelict and 

Pre-phase 

Derelict life/style: 

For example extenuating 

Performances in action 

Of social hygiene while 

Actually fulfilling  

Requirements for the 

De/mand of given 

h. shelters; some I  

know from personal 

experience are un-able 

to meet such post, 

regular physical 

demands; others of 

course become injured 

in: process. 

  Now, look for 

Stand-out images; 

When is allowed of time; 
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In loud though sequestered now almost stalking crow[no typo.] to a la exhibit 

  2nd-step inventions 

On-the side: internalizing 

Images from the expansive 

Experience outside to 

Tell your such-like 

Personal-to-external 

Story: 

[so an interruption and uh, how we comprehend items] 

[such like images] 

[in cited for the next kindle cited publication] 

Provide a brief 

Description of 

p-e  2nd-step; 

(below series of four images from lay-out in cited: exhibit) 
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Reality Interruptions and Interpretations Personal –to-External Stories, A picture personal-to-

external story: disclaimer: almost disconnected from those photographed: of regular cleaning day 

to keep from getting beaten up; and or beaten up less; with those (who) actually cleaned: the 

actual kids; and those that pretended to and even publicly,  adults: the kidnapping adults 
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Reality Interruptions and Interpretations , A picture of one of the only other girls that was an actual 

little girl who was boyish enough despite long-hair appearances to survive getting beaten up to deflect 

beating up like things, activities from others, and even deflected  enough as like a “protector” compared 

to the boys.  
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Reality Interruptions and Interpretations, The other kids in the neighborhood started being 

impersonated; one such impersonated was my main brother in that household growing up in, and 

sometimes his imposter looked pre-genically older than him; and would flash *things while using his 

identity; and such the etc.; older seeming for example as a teenager when my main brother was seven 

or something  
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Above, To copyright further, the images from this book, lay-out used for this reality comprehension 

and interpretation exercise 

next; of course 

the stand-outs 

on the brief run 

of look-write-up 

the first caught: 

on rapid glance: 

of course with 

perspective matching 

an almost then? 

parental 
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perspective; 

why. 

(below two photographs: from cited exhibit)  
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and the second 

Catch:  

(below (the next) two photographs: from cited exhibit)  
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Theme: who do  

You suppose who 

Lives next door.  

really capturing  

The connection of 

The spiritual derelict 

Almost emblem;  

Regardless 

of faith system 

allegiances 

and interruptions 
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The two united 

not just 

By exhibit 

But also by movement 

Uh, of grocery 

i.e. changes in contraptions 

of grab: 

receive 

- - -  

then a brief almost 

finishing of the rose “orange soda” bottle; clean crumpled up  
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toilet papeur cover 

+ a spill of 

Almond milk 
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On a rocking steel? Metal table 

and now it’s a 

Wedding  

Heirloom 

Theme: who is uh, getting wed 

Theme music citation: D-12 Fight Music 
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